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The behavior of negative thermal-expansion material scandium molybdate Sc2sMoO4d3 is
investigated at high pressure (HP) and high temperature (HT) using x-ray diffraction, Raman
spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. The compound exhibits unusually high
compressibility (bulk modulus ,6 GPa) and undergoes amorphization at 12 GPa. On the other
hand, in situ laser heating of amorphous samples inside the diamond-anvil cell is found to result in
crystalline diffraction pattern and Raman spectrum different from those of the original compound.
Upon release of the pressure subsequent to laser heating, the Raman spectrum and the diffraction
pattern remain unchanged. Matching of several of the diffraction lines and Raman peaks in the
laser-heated samples with those of MoO3 suggests a solid-state decomposition of the parent
compound under HP-HT conditions into MoO3 and other compounds. Other diffraction lines are
found to correspond to Sc2Mo2O9, Sc2O3, and the parent compound. Quantitative analysis of the
characteristic x-ray emission from different regions of the sample during scanning electron
microscopic observations is used for obtaining the compositions of the daughter compounds. The
stoichiometries of two main phases are found to be close to those of MoO3 and Sc2Mo2O9. These
results support the model that the pressure-induced amorphization occurred in this system because
a pressure-induced decomposition was kinetically constrained. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1819975]
I. INTRODUCTION
Although the phenomenon of pressure-induced amor-
phization (PIA) is known to occur in nearly a hundred com-
pounds, a complete understanding of its mechanisms and
causes is yet to emerge.1,2 A wide variety of compounds with
different types of bonding such as covalent sSiO2d, ionic
sLiKSO4d, molecular sSnI4d, and hydrogen bonding sH2Od
have exhibited the phenomenon.3–6 In addition, systems with
more complex bonding such as those in silicates,7
tungstates,8 molybdates,9 and other minerals10 are also found
to undergo amorphization at high pressure. A number of fac-
tors such as metastable melting,6 kinetic hindrance of phase
transition,11 dynamical instability,12 polytetrahedral
packing,13 and orientational disorder of polyatomic ions14
have been argued to be responsible for this. These features
are not necessarily all distinct, i.e., more than one may be
applicable simultaneously in some cases and hence could be
related. Although kinetic hindrance of equilibrium phase
transition11 has been frequently stated as the cause of PIA,
the “final phase,” which the system should have ideally
evolved to, remains speculative or unknown in most in-
stances. Recently, kinetic hindrance of decomposition/
disproportionation15 of the parent compound into a mixture
of dense-packed daughter compounds has been proposed to
be the cause of PIA at ambient temperature in many com-
pounds. As the process of nucleation and growth of macro-
scopic daughter phases is diffusion controlled, pressure-
induced solid-state decomposition can only occur at elevated
temperature. On the other hand, at ambient temperature, the
system is likely to get trapped in a metastable amorphous
(disordered) state while attempting to decompose under the
application of pressure. The reported PIA in zirconium tung-
state at 2.1 GPa and ambient temperature16 and pressure-
induced decomposition (PID) into mixture of simple oxides
at 0.6 GPa and 1073 K17 are consistent with this model. The
condition DV,0, where DV is the volume change upon de-
composition, has been identified as a criterion for PIA at
ambient temperature.1
Scandium molybdate is a negative thermal-expansion
material that belongs to the family of compounds with net-
work structure. It consists of corner-linked ScO6 octahedra
and MoO4 tetrahedra.18 Several other network structures
such as zirconium tungstate,16 scandium tungstate,19 and Sm,
Eu, and Gd molybdates20 are found to undergo PIA at rather
moderate pressures of 2–5 GPa. Among these scandium mo-
lybdate is a unique system which exhibits amorphization in
two stages.21 The pressure-induced amorphization in these
network structures has been argued to arise due to kinetic
hindrance of decomposition.20,22 All these compounds are
also found to satisfy the condition DV,0 for amorphization.
In view of this, it is of interest to examine whether scan-
dium molybdate (a) undergoes PIA at ambient temperature
and (b) exhibits decomposition under high-pressure high-a)Electronic mail: aka@igcar.ernet.in
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temperature conditions. In analogy with the case of
ZrsWO4d2, if one considers the decomposition of the parent
compound into a mixture of simple oxides as
Sc2sMoO4d3 → Sc2O3 + 3MoO3, s1d
then the volume change upon decomposition can be calcu-
lated from volumes per formula unit of these compounds
using their unit-cell data. Volumes per formula unit for
Sc2sMoO4d3, Sc2O3, and MoO3 are 304.96, 59.64, and
50.75 Å3, respectively. From these, DV turns out to be
−30.5% of the parent volume, predicting amorphization/
decomposition under appropriate conditions. Although in the
case of zirconium tungstate the decomposition products were
simple oxides, in other systems it is possible that more
complex-mixed oxides may emerge as daughter compounds.
This can be sorted out only by carrying out actual high-
pressure high-temperature (HP-HT) experiment. In this paper
we report detailed in situ high-pressure investigations on
scandium molybdate using x-ray diffraction (XRD) and Ra-
man spectroscopy in a diamond-anvil cell. The changes tak-
ing place upon laser heating the sample at high pressure are
examined also in the recovered samples using scanning elec-
tron microscopy (SEM) in addition to x-ray diffraction and
Raman spectroscopy. Characteristic x-ray emission is used
for estimating the composition of phases formed due to
HP-HT treatment. The results are discussed in the light of a
recent model of amorphization/decomposition.15
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Scandium molybdate was synthesized from the constitu-
ent oxides using standard solid-state technique described
elsewhere.18 Powdered sample was loaded in a 300-mm hole
of preindented stainless-steel gasket of the diamond-anvil
cell. A 4:1 methanol:ethanol mixture was used as the
pressure-transmitting medium. Ruby fluorescence was used
for the estimation of pressure. Raman-scattering measure-
ments were carried out using a Photon-Design micro-Raman
spectrometer that uses HR-320 monochromator and a liquid-
nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) detector.
About 15 mW of power at 514.5-nm wavelength from an
argon-ion laser was used to excite the sample. X-ray diffrac-
tion measurements were made using Mo-Ka radiation from a
5.4-kW Rigaku rotating anode generator equipped with a
100-mm collimator. An image plate (IP) was used as the
detector. For calibrating the diffraction angle, the distance of
the IP from the sample (i.e., camera length) was determined
by recording the diffraction from silver powder placed on the
outer face of the diamond. Average d spacings were obtained
by averaging those from the left and the right patterns. This
eliminated the error in d spacing arising from that in fixing
the center spot on the image plate. Compression run was also
repeated using synchrotron radiation from 13B beam line at
Photon Factory, KEK, where a 30-mm collimator was used.
Double-sided in situ laser heating was carried out in the
diamond-anvil cell using a 100-W cw multimode Nd:YAG
laser operating at 1.064 mm. The laser-heating setup used in
the present experiments was similar to that described
elsewhere.23 The heated area in this system was around
25 mm in diameter. In order to heat the whole area of the
sample within the hole of the gasket, the diamond anvil cell
(DAC) was moved in small steps in the x-y plane perpen-
dicular to the direction of the laser beams. On the average,
heating at each point was done for about 30 s and the total
heating time was about 30 min. Temperature of the sample
during laser heating was estimated by analyzing the spec-
trum of the black-body radiation from the heated spot using
a 300-mm focal length monochromator fitted with CCD de-
tector. For laser-heating runs, no pressure-transmitting me-
dium was used. Pressure was also measured after each heat-
ing run. Raman and x-ray diffraction measurements were
carried out in the DAC as well as on the recovered samples
after releasing the pressure. Microscopic observations were
made on polished fragments of the recovered samples after
embedding them in an epoxy resin using a JSM-5600 scan-
ning electron microscope.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Compression at ambient temperature
Scandium molybdate belongs to space group Pnab (60)
with an orthorhombic unit cell containing four formula
units24 and cell parameters of a0=9.6404, b0=9.5481, and
c0=13.2472 Å at ambient temperature.18 All the reported dif-
fraction peaks24 were identified in 0.1-MPa patterns, and the
cell parameters obtained were in good agreement with those
reported earlier.18 Figure 1 shows the diffraction patterns at
several pressures. At higher pressure, the diffraction peaks
exhibited shift to higher 2u and changes in their intensities.
The intensities of the diffraction peaks decreased rapidly up
to 4 GPa and further decrease was much slower. Further-
more, some of the diffraction peaks grew weaker and more
rapidly than others. This suggested21 a possible evolution of
positional disorder of selective atoms at high pressure. Fig-
ure 2 shows the pressure dependence of several d spacings.
The d spacings decrease monotonically as a function of pres-
sure. The behavior of some of the weak peaks could not be
followed up to the highest pressure. The cell parameters of
the orthorhombic phase obtained from profile analysis de-
creased monotonic as a function of pressure to 0.882a0,
0.916b0, and 0.868c0 at 11 GPa, indicating that the compres-
sion is anisotropic. The unit-cell volume V normalized to the
FIG. 1. Diffraction patterns of scandium molybdate at different pressures in
the orthorhombic phase.
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ambient pressure volume V0 is shown in Fig. 3 as a function
of pressure P. One can note that at a pressure of 11 GPa, the
volume reduces to as small as 0.7 of the ambient pressure
value, suggesting the compound to be a very soft solid. The
P-V data were fitted to the third-order Birch–Murghanan
equation of state25
P = 32K0su
7/3
− u5/3df1 − 34 s4 − K08dsu2/3 − 1dg , s2d
where u=V0 /V. The fit yielded the bulk modulus K0 as
6±1 GPa and its pressure derivative K08 to be 9±2. The fitted
equation of state is also shown in Fig. 3. A value of K0
=6 GPa confirms that the compound is highly compressible.
Furthermore, a large value of K08 implies that as compression
proceeds, bulk modulus changes rapidly making further
squeezing more difficult. High compressibility of network
structures arises because of the presence of considerable
amount of empty spaces in between polyhedral structural
units. Although several other molybdates have been investi-
gated at high pressure20,26–29 from the point of view of amor-
phization, their equations of state have not been determined.
It is worth pointing out that the orthorhombic phase of
Sc2sMoO4d3 transforms to a monoclinic phase upon cooling
below 178 K.18 This phase with eight formula units per unit
cell belongs to the space group P21/a and is 1.4% denser
than the orthorhombic phase. Application of pressure is often
considered to be equivalent to cooling as both these result in
the reduction of volume. In view of this, one may expect that
this phase transition could occur at higher temperature under
applied pressure. Recently, Paraguassu et al. have argued,26
based on the Raman spectra, that this transition occurs at
0.29 GPa; however, their energy-dispersive XRD data does
not give any evidence for the transition. These authors fur-
ther claim about the occurrence of another structural transi-
tion at 2.7 GPa. On the other hand, the present angle-
dispersive XRD measurements clearly show that the
diffraction peaks of the orthorhombic phase can be identified
and followed up to 11 GPa. When pressure is increased be-
yond 12 GPa, all diffraction lines disappeared suggesting
amorphization at 12 GPa (Fig. 4). This is in contrast to the
conclusion26 of the occurrence of amorphization above
3.7 GPa, arrived from the behavior of the Raman modes and
energy-dispersive XRD pattern. We have earlier shown that
the broadening of the Raman lines arises due to molybdate
ion disorder while the crystalline order persists up to
11 GPa.21
Note the broad amorphouslike background in the pattern
at 12.5 GPa. The occurrence of PIA in this system, as pre-
dicted by the DV,0 condition, thus supports the unified
model of amorphization/decomposition.15 It may be men-
tioned that if no pressure-transmitting medium is used, amor-
phization is found to be complete even at 9.5 GPa. Decrease
of amorphization pressure under nonhydrostatic conditions
due to presence of shear stresses is similar to that found in
other compounds.29,30 When pressure was reduced to ambi-
ent, the broad pattern remained, suggesting irreversibility of
amorphization. One can also see from Fig. 4 that the center
of the amorphous peak depends on the pressure and shifts to
lower 2u when pressure is released. This is because of the
relaxation of the average nearest-neighbor distance in the
amorphous state with only the short-range order.
Figure 5 shows the Raman spectra at several pressures.
The Raman spectrum below 450 cm−1 consists of lattice
FIG. 2. Pressure dependence of d spacings in scandium molybdate.
FIG. 3. Relative volume of scandium molybdate as a function of pressure.
FIG. 4. Diffraction patterns of scandium molybdate (a) at 12.5 GPa, (b) at
ambient pressure after pressure cycling to 15 GPa, and (c) at 10 GPa with-
out pressure-transmitting medium.
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modes and the n2 and n4 bending modes of MoO4 tetrahedra.
On the other hand, above 750 cm−1, the modes correspond to
only symmetric stretching sn1d and antisymmetric stretching
sn3d vibrations. The modes below 200 cm−1 could not be
observed using this Raman spectrometer because of attenua-
tion of the intensity due to the use of notch filter for elimi-
nating the Rayleigh background. The nondegenerate sym-
metric stretching mode n1 exhibits a set of three peaks at
951, 968, and 982 cm−1, the middle peak being only a shoul-
der. On the other hand, at 0.9 GPa, this shoulder becomes the
strongest component and the intensity of the strongest com-
ponent at 982-cm−1 peak reduces drastically. Presence of
more peaks than predicted by group theory has been attrib-
uted to21 the existence of orientational disorder of MoO4
tetrahedra. The change of relative intensities between differ-
ent components of the same mode as a function of pressure
or temperature arises due to the change of orientations of
polyatomic ion from one to another. Orientational disorder of
polyatomic ions has been shown to cause amorphization.14,31
Above 4 GPa, the modes become broad rapidly and several
weak modes lose their identity and only three broad bands
centered at 385 sn4d, 817 sn3d, and 966 sn1d cm−1 are seen.
The positions of the broad Raman lines were obtained by
fitting Lorentzian line shapes with a standard error of about
2 cm−1. The pressure dependencies of the mode frequencies
are shown in Fig. 6. Note that the frequencies of several
modes increase as a function of pressure, whereas the modes
at 815 (the main component of n3 mode) and 951 cm−1 (low-
est frequency component of the n1 triplet) exhibit an opposite
behavior. A temperature-dependent Raman spectroscopic
study of scandium molybdate has shown32 that the phonon
frequencies change discontinuously across the orthorhombic-
monoclinic transition. The large compressibility of the com-
pound suggests that a volume change of 1.4% would occur at
rather low pressure of only 0.1 GPa. Hence if this transition
was to occur at high pressure, one should have found the
phonon frequencies at the lowest pressure to be different
from those at the ambient. Recently, Paraguassu et al. inter-
preted their Raman results in terms of an orthorhombic-
monoclinic transition at 0.29 GPa. On the other hand, the
present experiments did not show any evidence for the
1000-cm−1 peak, characteristic of the monoclinic phase. Fur-
thermore, the changes observed in the relative intensities can
be explained on the basis of the evolution of orientational
disorder of molybdate ions.
One can see from Fig. 6 that the n1 mode frequency
continues to decrease above 4 GPa also. The decrease of the
center frequency of n1 mode by about 27 cm−1 between 4.1
and 10.5 GPa is clearly evident in the spectrum at 10.5 GPa
also (Fig. 5). It may be pointed out that the softening of
internal modes of tetrahedral ions is quite uncommon. Only
recently, a softening of n1 mode has been found in the high-
pressure phase of ZrsMoO4d2 prior to its amorphization.27
Increase/decrease of the n1 internal mode frequency of the
XY4 tetrahedral molecular ions (such as SO4, WO4, and
MoO4) due to the reduction/extension of X-Y bond distance
is well established.30,33 Hence, the decrease of the n1 mode
frequency during compression observed in the present case
implies that Mo–O bond distance increases instead of de-
creasing, suggesting an instability of MoO4 ion at high pres-
sure. The oxygen atoms moving farther away from molybde-
num may eventually result in increase of average oxygen
coordination around Mo in the disordered state from fourfold
to, say, octahedral sixfold. In the related negative thermal-
expansion material ZrsWO4d2, the instability of tetrahedral
oxygen coordination around W atoms has been conjectured28
to be responsible for the breakdown of framework structure
and the occurrence of PIA. It may be mentioned that increase
of oxygen coordination has also been found in molecular-
dynamics simulation study of amorphization of quartz.12 In
addition, broadening of internal modes is also found across
amorphization.21,34 As mentioned earlier, guided by the
changes in the Raman spectra, Paraguassu et al. identified
another structural transition at 2.7 GPa prior to
amorphization.26 The changes in the XRD pattern at 4 GPa
were argued to be associated with this transition; however,
no attempts were made to identify the structure of the new
phase. On the other hand, we have earlier found21 that the
intensities of some of the diffraction peaks decrease more
rapidly than those of others. These anomalous changes in the
intensities may make the diffraction pattern appear different
and could possibly be misinterpreted as an evidence of a
phase transition. The anomalous changes in the intensities
have been shown to arise due to the molybdate ion
disorder.21
Although complete disappearance of diffraction pattern
(complete amorphization) occurs at 12 GPa, the initial (up to
FIG. 5. Raman spectra of scandium molybdate at different pressures.
FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of mode frequencies in scandium molybdate.
Straight lines through data are guides to the eye.
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4 GPa) rapid decrease of diffraction intensities is associated
with the molybdate ion disorder in the lattice,21 i.e., gross
positional and orientational disorder of MoO4 tetrahedra sets
in at a much lower pressure than the complete amorphization
at 12 GPa. In this context, it is important to point out the
critical disorder35 and critical defect density36 models of
solid-state amorphization. According to these models, the in-
crease in entropy due to positional disorder lowers the free
energy of the amorphous state. Similarly, the orientational
disorder of polyatomic ions beyond a critical value has also
been shown to cause amorphization.14 These are qualitatively
analogous to the Lindemann criterion of melting37 that states
that long-range order is destroyed when atomic displace-
ments are typically 10% of the interatomic separation. Al-
though the liquid and the amorphous phases differ in terms
of their thermodynamic stability and the time scales of
atomic diffusion, both of these lack long-range order and
hence are often treated as structurally analogous. The central
idea of these models, i.e., the existence of a critical disorder
required for the loss of long-range order, originally devel-
oped for single-component (monatomic) systems can be ex-
tended also to compounds, which have different interpen-
etrating sublattices. The present results on Sc2sMoO4d3
suggest that the extent of disorder and its rate of growth in
different sublattices could be different, and one sublattice
could amorphize (disordered beyond a critical value) earlier
than the other did. From this it emerges that amorphization
of different sublattices could occur in stages. It may be men-
tioned that there have been some reports38–41 of gradual dis-
order of H positions in CosOHd2. Partial or sublattice amor-
phization found in this system can be considered as a static
analog of the sublattice melting in superionic conductors.
The displacements from equilibrium positions in the present
case represent frozen-in static disorder, whereas in the ionic
conductors it is dynamic in nature.
B. Laser heating of amorphous samples
In order to examine if a pressure-induced decomposition
occurs in this system under HP-HT conditions, pressure-
amorphized samples were subjected to laser heating inside
DAC with different laser powers. In order to exclude the
possibility of reaction of the sample with the pressure-
transmitting medium at high temperature, no pressure-
transmitting medium was used in the heating runs. The
sample, which was transparent and colorless at 10 GPa to
begin with, was found to turn black immediately upon laser
heating. After laser heating the sample x-ray diffraction pat-
terns were recorded at high pressure as well as after releasing
the pressure. Pressure was also measured after each heating
run and was found to be within 0.5 GPa of that before heat-
ing. Figure 7 shows the diffraction patterns at 10 GPa after
heating the sample with successively higher laser power.
From the spectrum of the incandescent light emitted from the
sample, the temperature was estimated to be 1350±100 K
for heating with 15 W laser power. No temperature measure-
ment was possible during heating with lower laser powers.
One can see that for heating with 8 W, weak and broad dif-
fraction peaks just begin to ride over the amorphous back-
ground. On the other hand, 15 W power resulted in complete
crystallization of the sample. This pattern is different from
that of scandium molybdate. When pressure is released, the
diffraction pattern does not change. This suggests that either
the phase/phases formed as a consequence of laser heating
have no structural transition up to 10 GPa or these high-
pressure phase/phases can be quenched to the ambient.
Figure 8 shows the diffraction pattern of the recovered
sample. Here several diffraction peaks are found to agree
with those of the orthorhombic phase Pbnm (62) of molyb-
denum trioxide. This suggests a possible decomposition of
the parent compound into MoO3 and other products. In anal-
ogy with ZrsWO4d2, if one considers this compound also to
have undergone decomposition into mixture of simple ox-
ides, the other product could be Sc2O3. However, it is not
necessary that decomposition should always lead to mixture
of simple oxides. More complex-mixed oxides have been
found as the daughter products42,43 in the case CuGeO3 and
Mg2SiO4. In view of this, one needs to examine other mixed
oxides of Sc2O3 and MoO3. The only other known mixed
oxide is Sc2Mo2O9.44 We find that several of the prominent
lines observed in the laser-heated sample correspond to
Sc2Mo2O9 (Table I). It may be pointed out that although the
d spacings for Sc2Mo2O9 have been reported,44 its pattern is
unindexed and structure and cell parameters have not been
obtained. In order to know the structure and the unit-cell
FIG. 7. Diffraction patterns after heating scandium molybdate at 10 GPa
inside DAC with different laser powers of YAG laser.
FIG. 8. Diffraction pattern of the sample recovered after laser heating. The
peaks labeled 1–20 are indexed to various phases in Table I. The peak
labeled 16 could not be indexed.
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volume, we carried out a structure search on the reported44
pattern and found best fit for an orthorhombic unit cell with
a=14.485s8d, b=10.433s5d, and c=4.425s2d Å and Z=4.
For this standard software XPOW supplied with STOE x-ray
diffractometer was used. No lines were left unindexed. Al-
though the average Ds2ud had a reasonable value of 0.02, the
figure of merit turned out to be only 2.6. This is because the
figure of merit is defined as fNsobservedd /Nspossibledg /
fAverage Ds2udg. The ratio of number of possible lines to
those observed in this case was large s,20d. It may be
pointed out that this data is classified by ICDD as of poor
quality “O” due to inadequate range of intensities. Hence,
obtaining further structural information from this data was
not possible. This fit also allowed us to index the reported
pattern. Furthermore, the 100% (222) peak of Sc2O3 is also
present in the recovered sample as a weak peak. This sug-
gests that a small amount of Sc2O3 was also formed during
laser heating. In addition, a few weak diffraction peaks were
found to correspond to the parent compound Sc2sMoO4d3.
This may be due to recrystallization of the part of the sample
that did not experience the highest temperature. Out of the
total sample thickness s70 mmd, the part that is in contact
with the diamond faces does not get sufficiently heated due
to high thermal conductivity of diamond, while the sample in
the interior reaches the maximum temperature. Thus it is
likely that the region of the sample in contact with the dia-
mond faces got recrystallized. Thus the present results sug-
gest MoO3 and Sc2Mo2O9 to be the main decomposition
products, while a small amount of Sc2O3 is also formed.
Some weak peaks could not be indexed, suggesting some
additional unidentified phases may also have formed. The d
spacings indexed to orthorhombic structures of MoO3,
Sc2Mo2O9, and Sc2sMoO4d3 were used for calculating the
cell parameters. For MoO3, these are a=3.958s5d, b
=13.91s1d, and c=3.589s7d Å; for Sc2Mo2O9, a=14.38s1d,
b=10.55s1d, and c=4.366s5d Å; and for Sc2sMoO4d3, a
=9.619s7d, b=9.483s9d, and c=13.24s1d Å. It may be
pointed out that the calculated cell parameters are slightly
different from those reported in the JCPDS data. However,
the calculated cell volumes are close to the reported value.
This may be due to a slight departure of the stoichiometry of
the daughter phases from their ideal value arising from fac-
tors such as dissolution of Sc in MoO3, etc. This may also be
the reason for marginal disagreement between the observed
and the calculated d spacings. Stoichiometries obtained from
the SEM analysis are discussed later in this section.
As mentioned in the introduction, a large volume reduc-
tion of 30.5% is expected to take place if the decomposition
route is that of Eq. (1). It is worth examining whether the
dominant decomposition route found in the present studies,
i.e.,
Sc2sMoO4d3 → Sc2Mo2O9 + MoO3, s3d
also corresponds to a volume reduction. From the estimated
unit-cell volume of 668.6s4d Å3 for Sc2Mo2O9, its volume
per formula unit turns out to be 167.17 Å3. From this we
estimate the volume change for this decomposition reaction
to be −28.6%. This is also large and implies that the other
decomposition product Sc2Mo2O9 is only slightly less dense
packed compared to the constituent oxides.
Raman spectra collected from different regions (labeled
1–4) of the recovered sample are compared in Fig. 9 with
that of MoO3. One can see that the 815-cm−1 peak found in
the recovered sample is present in both MoO3 and in the
parent compound (Fig. 5). Hence, this peak cannot be used
for unambiguous identification of the phases. On the other
hand, the sharp peak at 993 cm−1 and also those at 282, 332,
and 662 cm−1 provide unambiguous evidence for the pres-
ence of MoO3 as one of the decomposition products. Note
that in Sc2sMoO4d3, the corresponding peak at 982 cm−1 ap-
pears as a triplet. Table II gives a list of Raman peaks found
in the spectrum of the recovered sample along with those of
TABLE I. Observed d spacings (in Å) in the Sc2Mo3O12 sample recovered
after laser heating at 10 GPa. The calculated d values and their indices are
also given. Different compounds are labeled as: S12: Sc2Mo3O12, M3:
MoO3, S9: Sc2Mo2O9, and S3: Sc2O3. Some lines have multiple indices.
Observed d spacing Calculated d spacing Index
1 6.741 6.621 (002) S12
2 6.100 6.016 (111) S12
3 4.378 4.521 (201) S12
4 4.123 4.081 (211) S12
5 3.769 3.807 (110) M3
6 3.413 3.440 (120) M3
3.377 (220) S12
7 3.282 3.275 (121) S9
8 3.200 3.189 (021) M3
9 3.061 3.075 (031) S12
10 2.929 2.970 (420) S9
11 2.807 2.843 (222) S3
12 2.591 2.612 (140) M3
13 2.482 2.497 (041) M3
2.483 (133) S12
2.476 (240) S9
14 2.342 2.318 (060) M3
15 2.256 2.276 (150) M3
2.257 (041) S9
16 2.170 fl ?
17 2.118 2.112 (141) M3
18 2.049 2.049 (212) S9
19 1.986 1.979 (200) M3
20 1.918 1.915 (720) S9
FIG. 9. Raman spectra from different regions of the recovered samples.
Spectrum of MoO3 is also shown for comparison.
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Sc2sMoO4d3, MoO3, and Sc2O3. If one considers spectra col-
lected from different regions of the recovered sample, peaks
at 325, 353, 385, 485, 505, 797, 832, 916, 934, and 976 cm−1
are found in addition to those of MoO3. Out of these, the
ones at 325, 353, 832, and 976 cm−1 correspond to
Sc2sMoO4d3. Other peaks may correspond to the other de-
composition product Sc2Mo2O9. Its Raman spectrum has not
been reported yet. It may be mentioned that although x-ray
diffraction showed some evidence for the presence of a small
amount of Sc2O3 in the recovered sample, the strongest Ra-
man peak of Sc2O3 at 415 cm−1 is not found in the spectrum
of the recovered sample. This may be due to insufficient
intensity. If the decomposition reaction proceeds for suffi-
cient time, then one could expect sample to become macro-
scopically inhomogeneous. The extent of inhomogeneous
distribution of daughter phases was also examined using the
sharp-focus laser beam of the micro-Raman spectrometer.
One can see from Fig. 9 that different spectra have different
relative intensities of two or more sets of peaks. Region 1
has the characteristic peaks of MoO3, while region 4 is typi-
cal of partially recrystallized Sc2sMoO4d3 with no peaks be-
tween 400 and 800 cm−1. The regions 2 and 3 have other
peaks more dominant than those of MoO3. These results
show that the sample becomes inhomogeneous over a mi-
crometer length scale during laser heating resulting in de-
composition.
The morphology of the distribution of phases of daugh-
ter compounds is also examined using SEM. Figure 10
shows the backscattered electron image of the recovered
sample after laser heating. The bright regions, less than a
micrometer in size, are rich in Mo. In order to obtain the
stoichiometry of these phases, the characteristic x-ray emis-
sion spectra from bright (labeled as phase I) and dark (la-
beled as phase II) regions were analyzed quantitatively. Fig-
ure 11 shows the energy-dispersive x-ray emission spectra
from regions/phases with different contrast. Note that the
intensities of Sc Ka line in phases I and II are very different.
In the phase I, it is extremely low suggesting that this phase
is nearly free from scandium. Also note that in phase II, the
Sc Ka line is stronger that than that of the parent compound
suggesting that this phase is richer in Sc as compared to
Sc2sMoO4d3. This implies that the parent compound has in-
deed undergone decomposition into Sc-rich and Sc-depleted
phases. Table III gives the composition of two main phases
from the x-ray analysis. One can see that the stoichiometry
FIG. 10. Scanning electron micrograph (backscattered electron image) of
the recovered sample. Brighter regions correspond to the MoO3 phase.
FIG. 11. Energy-dispersive x-ray emission spectra from phase I s,MoO3d
and phase II s,Sc2Mo2O9d of the sample recovered after laser heating. The
spectrum of the original compound scandium molybdate is also shown for
comparison.
TABLE II. Positions (in cm−1) of the peaks in the Raman spectrum of the
Sc2sMoO4d3 sample recovered after laser heating at 10 GPa. The character-
istic peaks of Sc2sMoO4d3, Sc2O3, and MoO3 are also given for comparison.
The mode frequencies in bold correspond to the strongest lines.
Recovered sample MoO3 Sc2O3 Sc2sMoO4d3
211 216
239
282 282
325 315 326
332 332 345
353 355 356
385 388
415
485 492
505 520
662 662
797
818 817 815
832 834
934 951
976 968
982
993 993
TABLE III. Composition of phases I and II (bright and dark regions of Fig.
10) obtained from x-ray analysis.
Sc2O3
(wt %)
MoO3
(wt %) Stoichiometry
Phase I
Spot 1 6.1 93.9 Sc0.13Mo0.94O3
Spot 2 10.6 89.4 Sc0.22Mo0.89O3
Spot 3 4.4 95.6 Sc0.09Mo0.96O3
Ideal value 0 100 MoO3
Phase II
Spot 1 33.0 67.0 Sc2.04Mo1.98O3
Spot 2 34.4 65.6 Sc2.12Mo1.94O3
Spot 3 30.3 69.7 Sc1.87Mo2.06O3
Ideal value 32.4 67.6 Sc2Mo2O9
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of phase II deviates slightly from that of Sc2Mo2O9 and there
is some amount of Sc2O3 present (dissolved) in MoO3 (phase
I) as impurity. These results confirm that the daughter phases
have stoichiometry close to those of MoO3 and Sc2Mo2O9.
As suggested earlier, one can attribute the difference between
the observed and calculated cell parameters to the departure
from the ideal stoichiometry.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In situ x-ray diffraction and Raman spectroscopic studies
are carried out on negative thermal-expansion material
Sc2sMoO4d3 at high pressure and high temperature in a YAG
laser-heated diamond-anvil cell. The compound has a rather
low bulk modulus of ,6 GPa. The molybdate ion disorder
occurs at a much lower pressure than the amorphization at
12 GPa. Furthermore, the softening of the internal modes of
molybdate ion suggests its instability and a possible coordi-
nation change. As predicted by a recent model of amor-
phization/decomposition, this compound exhibits PIA at am-
bient temperature and PID into dense-packed daughter
phases at 10 GPa and 1350 K. The daughter phases are iden-
tified as MoO3 and Sc2Mo2O9.
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